Automatic electronystagmus analysis and documentation: recent advances in the study of vestibular, optokinetic and pursuit tracking function.
A normal or pathologically altered peripheral vestibular system and associated brainstem structures can be diagnosed from the pattern of eye movement responses elicited by appropriate stimuli. Recent advances in two stages crucial to an accurate assessment of pathological or normal responses are described in this article. The first stage involves the automatic analysis of electronystagmus signals to yield the main parameters of clinical and scientific interest, slow phase eye velocity and fast phase frequency. Since four algorithms based on the first derivative of eye position perform this task remarkably well on-line, it is not necessary to employ features of the stimulus to separate the slow and fast phases of nystagmus. Examples are used liberally to illustrate the accuracy, advantages and limitations of the algorithms. The second stage involves a numerical and graphical comparison of measurements from a patient's analyzed responses with normal responses. This documentation phase permits immediate recognition of normal, borderline, or pathological optokinetic, eye tracking, caloric and rotating chair test results. Selected examples of pathological responses illustrate the documentation technique.